Transcendent Details

Enhance your design and elevate your thoughts with Natural Stone mosaics that capture the essence of the sublime. These unique marble and encaustic mosaics deliver transcendent style for the backsplash and beyond. Beautiful geometric motifs provide simple access to luxurious details that exalt your living spaces.

• PURIFIED MARBLE
  - Daltil’s most popular white and grey marbles harmonize your design
  - Eight unique mosaic patterns for style that reflect your identity
  - Carefully arranged hexagon, linear, and diamond patterns

• ENCAUSTIC BEAUTY
  - Intricate but freeing, these encaustic blends combine a perfect patchwork of refinement
  - 3” x 3” encaustic mosaic with various patterns
  - Soothing neutral color sequences range from gray and white to beige, taupe, blue, and black
**NATURAL STONE**

**SUBLIMITY™**

MARBLE, LIMESTONE AND TRAVERTINE MOSAICS

**SIZES:**

- Cubist Mosaic
- Parquet Mosaic
- Balance Mosaic
- Hypnotic Mosaic
- Trapezoid Mosaic
- Elongated Hex Mosaic
- Herringbone Mosaic
- Linear Random Mosaic
- Encaustic Sequence

**FINISHES:** POLISHED | HONED

**MARBLE**

**CIRRUS STORM M018**

- CUBIST MOSAIC – HONED M018
- ELONGATED HEX MOSAIC – HONED M018
- PARQUET MOSAIC – HONED M018
- TRAPEZOID MOSAIC – HONED M018

**NAMASTE M072**

- HERRINGBONE MOSAIC – HONED M072
- RANDOM LINEAR MOSAIC – HONED M072

**DAPHNE WHITE M103**

- HYPNOTIC MOSAIC – HONED M103
- BALANCE MOSAIC – HONED M103

**3 x 3 ENCAUSTIC MOSAIC**

- POWER SEQUENCE SB60 – HONED
- BREATH SEQUENCE SB61 – HONED
- CORE SEQUENCE SB62 – HONED
- MINDFUL SEQUENCE SB63 – HONED
- RESTORE SEQUENCE SB64 – HONED
- SCULPT SEQUENCE SB65 – HONED
- ENERGY SEQUENCE SB66 – HONED
- STRENGTH SEQUENCE SB67 – POLISHED

* Encaustic Mosaics not suitable for floor applications

**NOTES**

Natural stone products inherently lack uniformity and are subject to variation in aesthetics (color, shade, finish, etc.) and performance (hardness, strength, slip resistance, etc.). Natural stone products do not meet minimum coefficient of friction thresholds recommended by safety standard setting organizations. No warranties, expressed or implied, relative to merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose are made regarding the natural stone products distributed by Dal-Tile. Check local building codes prior to specification or installation to verify that product technical characteristics comply with required parameters.

The existence and dimensions of a bevel may vary from lot to lot. Be sure to request a sample of the specific lot you are planning to order if the bevel is an important feature of your job.

For additional application and technical information, refer to the “Stone Usage Guide” at daltile.com/sug.